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Exhibitor Liability Insurance Program 
How it Works and the Need It Fills 

The Goal 
To maximize compliance with your insurance requirement. 

Your contract with the venue stipulates that you are responsible for anything that happens during your 
show. We want to make sure that any claim emanating from an exhibitor’s booth does not reach and 
affect your insurance policy. The method to do this is by making sure each exhibitor has insurance, and 
that insurance names you as additional insured. 

The Program 
We create One Master Exhibitor Insurance Policy for your show, through which any exhibitors needing 
insurance can purchase it instantly online starting at $84. The Master Policy is pre-filled with all your 
show's required information (additional insureds, dates, venue, etc.) eliminating mistakes. 

There is Absolutely No Cost to You, the event organizer for this service. 

As part of our Program, we provide you with a link that gets posted in the exhibitor manual and send 
friendly email reminders containing this link. Exhibitors just click the link, fill out a one-page online 
application, and instantly purchase the policy. 

Updated user reports are delivered on a regular basis alerting you to who has purchased insurance. This 
eliminates the collection of paper certificates of insurance. The real beneficiaries of our program are your 
exhibitors who would now be able to purchase insurance both inexpensively and easily in about 2 
minutes online. 

This Program Fills the Needs for: 

• Exhibitors who do not have any insurance.
• International Exhibitors whose Liability Insurance will not cover them at a U.S. Show.
• Companies who do not have the time to deal with all of the certificate arrangements.
• Exhibitors who find it easier or advantageous to use this program, rather than their corporate

insurance; similar to when you rent a car and do not want to use your own insurance.
• Should there be a claim, it will not tarnish your policy and rates. And, unlike most corporate

policies, there is no deductible.

Another Option: 

We also offer you the option of handling your entire Exhibitor Insurance needs. This includes setting up 
the above program, receiving all insurance certificates, examining and making sure they are compliant, 
keeping track and documenting, and updating you on a weekly basis. Again, there is no cost to you for 
this service. 
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